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EMBEDDED WEB SERVER

CROSS-REFERENCE AND PRIORITY CLAIM T O OTHER APPLICATIONS

[0001 J This application claims priority to and the benefit of the earlier filing date of U.S.

Provisional Application No. 62/145,401 entitled Web Enabled Interface to an Embedded Web

Server, filed in the United States Patent Office on April 9 , 2015, which is herein incorporated by

reference.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present invention relates generally to computer interfaces and in particular, but

not exclusively, to a web enabled interface to web services of an embedded server.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Modern process control systems, such as data acquisition systems for tracking,

tracing and controlling various processes in industries as varied as manufacturing, retailing and

shipping, employ devices with embedded servers. The devices typically include I D or 2D bar¬

code readers (imagers), bar-code verification and inspection systems, image acquisition devices

for machine vision systems, laser scanners, RFID readers and the like.

[0004] Improvements in data connectivity allow access to web services provided by the

embedded servers from web-enabled devices, such as personal computers (PCs), tablets, smart

phones and other human machine interfaces (HMIs) typically used in industrial control

automation.

[0005] Advances in standardization of web technologies as well as cloud computing

technologies provides opportunities to simplify access to web services provided by the embedded

servers and increase cross-platform flexibility.

[0006] There are, however, certain constraints on devices employing embedded servers as

opposed to a dedicated server device, including constraints on memory, storage, bandwidth and

CPU cycles. In addition, due to the availability of web access, the demands on the web services

provided by the embedded servers is increasing.

[0007] Such constraints and increased demand must b e taken into account in the design of

embedded web servers and web applications for processing the types of complex data typically

generated by process control systems employing embedded web servers.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS



[0008] Non-limiting and non-exhaustive embodiments of the present invention are

described with reference to the following Figs. 1-12, wherein like reference numerals refer to like

parts throughout the various views unless otherwise specified.

[0009] Fig. 1 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a system or framework for a web-

based interface to an embedded web server.

[0010] Fig. 2 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a typical operating environment for

a data acquisition system supporting a web-based interface to an embedded web server as in Fig.

1.

[001 1] Fig. 3 is a block diagram of an embodiment of selected subsystems for a data

acquisition system supporting a web-based interface to an embedded web server as in Fig. 1.

[0012] Figs. 4a-4b illustrate an overview of an embedded web server operating

environment and an embodiment of processes for supporting a web-based interface to an

embedded web server in such an operating environment.

[0013] Fig. 5 is a block diagram of an embodiment of communication services for a data

acquisition system supporting a web-based interface to an embedded web server as in Fig. 1.

[0014] Fig. 6 is a block diagram of an embodiment of object data value synchronization

services for a data acquisition system supporting a web-based interface to an embedded web server

as in Fig. 1

[0015] Fig. 7 is a flowchart illustrating an embodiment of a process for a data acquisition

system supporting a web-based interface to an embedded web server as in Fig. 1.

[0016] Fig. 8 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a user interface component hierarchy

for a data acquisition system supporting a web-based interface to an embedded web server as in

Fig. 1.

[0017] Fig. 9 is a flowchart of an embodiment of another process for constructing a user

interface in a data acquisition system supporting a web-based interface to an embedded web server

as in Fig. 1.

[0018] Fig. 10 is an illustration of an embodiment of a view user interface component of a

data acquisition system supporting a web-based interface to an embedded web server as in Fig. 1.

[0019] Fig. 11 is an illustration of an embodiment of a step list user interface component

of a data acquisition system supporting a web-based interface to an embedded web server as in

Fig. 1.

[0020] Figs. 12A-12E are illustrations of an embodiment of an image display control for



viewing a single image, multiple images and a time scale of multiple images for the user interface

components of a web-based interface to an embedded web server as in Fig. 1.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE ILLUSTRATED EMBODIMENTS

[0021] Embodiments of a system and method for a web-based interface to an embedded

web server are described. Numerous specific details are described to provide a thorough

understanding of embodiments of the invention, but one skilled in the relevant art will recognize

that the invention can be practiced without one or more of the specific details, or with other

methods, components, materials, etc. In some instances, well-known structures, materials, or

operations are not shown or described in detail but are nonetheless encompassed within the scope

of the invention.

[0022] Reference throughout this specification to "one embodiment" or "an embodiment"

means that a particular feature, structure, or characteristic described in connection with the

embodiment is included in at least one described embodiment. Thus, appearances of the phrases

"in one embodiment" or "in an embodiment" in this specification do not necessarily all refer to the

same embodiment. Furthermore, the particular features, structures, or characteristics may be

combined in any suitable manner in one or more embodiments.

[0023] In the following paragraphs, example embodiments of a system for a universal

interface to an embedded server of a data acquisition device are described, in which the system

includes, among other components, a web-enabled device in communication with a data

acquisition device having an embedded server, a communication service conforming to a web

protocol supporting transmission of data between the web-enabled device and data acquisition

device, and a web application operating on the web-enabled device, wherein data residing on the

data acquisition device is universally accessible using the web application regardless of any one

of a location and a type of the web-enabled device. Among other advantages of the described

embodiments, data residing on the data acquisition device can be bound to a corresponding object

of the web application such that a change to the data is reflected in the object and a change to the

object is reflected in the data. In addition, embodiments of the system employ protocols to

facilitate on-demand and real-time access to transmitted data, including exchanging data with the

web application on demand, and pushing data to the web application in real-time.

[0024] In one embodiment, systems, methods and apparatus for a universal interface to an

embedded server of a data acquisition device is described in which a web-enabled device, in

communication with a data acquisition device having an embedded server, providesa



communication service conforming to a web protocol supporting transmission of data between the

web-enabled device and data acquisition device and a web application operating on the web-

enabled device such that data residing on the data acquisition device is universally accessible using

the web application regardless of any one of a location and a type of the web-enabled device.

[0025] In one embodiment, the data residing on the data acquisition device is bound to a

corresponding object of the web application such that a change to the data is reflected in the object

and a change to the object is reflected in the data. One or more web protocols facilitate on-demand

and real-time access to transmitted data, including protocols that exchange data between the data

acquisition device and the web application on demand, as well as protocols that enable pushing

data to the web application in real-time and vice versa.

[0026] In one embodiment, the data acquisition device is any one or more of a scanner,

reader and image acquisition device and the web-enabled device is any device having a web-based

display interface and network access, including any one or more of a stationary computer, a mobile

computer, and an HMI device.

[0027] In one embodiment, methods, systems and apparatus for a web-based interface to a

web server embedded in a data acquisition device is provided in which a connection is established

between one or more proxy objects in a web application on the client device and data objects in a

web server embedded in the data acquisition device, and the web application configures user

interface (UI) components with the one or more of the proxy objects, the UI components

representing one or more processes performed on the data objects in the data acquisition device.

hi one embodiment the web application constructs a view of the one or more

processes performed on the data objects in the data acquisition device, the view constructed from

the UI components and the values of the data objects in the data acquisition device as reflected in

the proxy objects, displays the view in the web application's interface on the client device and

synchronizes the data objects with the proxy objects to reflect in the view any changes in the values

of the data objects on the data acquisition device.

[0028] In one embodiment, configuring the UI components to represent one or more

processes performed on the data acquisition device includes combining conceptually related

processes performed on the data acquisition device into one or more of the UI components and

configuring a high level parameter in one of the UI components to manage multiple parameters on

the data acquisition device, the multiple parameters corresponding to data objects connected with

proxy objects. In one embodiment, establishing the connection between the one or more proxy

objects and the data objects includes requesting on demand from the embedded web server a value

object definition of the data object, receiving the value object definition from the embedded web



server using a data exchange protocol, and linking one or more proxy objects to one or more data

objects based on the value object definition, wherein linking includes resolving symbolic

identifiers in the value object definition.

[0029] In one embodiment, the UI components include any one or more of a device info

to display information about the data acquisition device, a data widget for displaying values of

data objects, a step list processing data objects containing a cycle report generated in the data

acquisition device, and an ip-image controlling the display of data objects containing one or more

images acquired by the data acquisition device and referenced in the cycle report. In one

embodiment, the cycle report and images are received asynchronously and correlated for display

in the view on the client device, including parsing the cycle report to obtain information related to

the one or more images, including a list of unique IDs of the one or more images, fetching the one

or more images using the list of unique IDs, and combining the one or more images with

information in the cycle report.

[0030] hi one embodiment, Ihe ip-image UI component for controlling the display of data

objects containing the one or more images fetched using the list of unique IDs operates in any one

or more modes including a single image mode to display a single image, a multiple image mode

to configure multiple images for display along a time axis, a time scale mode to scale an image

width to represent an acquisition time and to position each image of the multiple images to

represent a delay in the acquisition time, the delay represented as a gap between the multiple

images and a time control mode to superimpose on the display of the images one or more timing

signals parallel to Ihe time axis.

[0031] In one embodiment, responsive to the display revealing irregular positioning of the

multiple images indicative of a timing error, the ip-image UI is configured to receive an input from

a user of the client device to adjust a high level parameter in the ip-image UI component which,

in turn, causes the data acquisition device to adjust one or more actual parameters to correct the

timing error. Additional input can be received from the user to repeatedly adjust the high level

parameter to correct the timing error until the irregular positioning revealed in the display is

substantially eliminated.

[0032] In one embodiment, the display of multiple images is arranged in rows and

columns, each row of the display representing a single data acquisition cycle and the irregular

positioning indicative of the timing error is multiple images misaligned in the columns indicative

of timing jitter, and in which the ip-image UI component is configured to receive additional input

from the user to repeatedly adjust the high level parameter to correct the timing jitter until the

multiple images in the columns are aligned.



[0033] Inone embodiment, establishing the connection between the data objects and the
proxy objects isperformed using afirst communication channel for communicating with the client
ondemand, and synchronizing the data objects and the proxy objects includes transmitting the
value object definition tothe client ondemand using the first communication channel, and pushing
change invalue notifications about changes tothe data objects tothe client asneeded using a
second communication channel different from the first communication channel. Inone
embodiment the second communication channel isaweb socket connection established between
the client device and the data acquisition device, and the web application isconfigured toapply
the change notification tothe proxy object toreflect Ihe changed value ofthe data object. Inone
embodiment, the web application constructs the view based onaview definition file received from
auser ofthe client device, the view definition file customizing the view inaccordance with the
user's requirements.

[0034] hione embodiment, methods, systems and apparatus are described for aweb server
embedded inadata acquisition device that has aprocessor for performing anacquisition process
inresponse toatrigger toacquire data captured during aprocessing cycle. The processor performs
web services toprovide access tothe acquired data for one ormore client devices, and the
processor isconfiguring toenhance access tothe acquired data while minimizing disrupting the
processing cycle, including performing adata process that generates data related tothe acquired
data captured during the processing cycle, correlates data related tothe same processing cycle, and
accumulates the correlated data for access byaclient device, provides multiple communication
channels for transmitting data toand from the client devices, and responds torequests from the
client devices for access toany one ormore ofthe acquired data, generated data, correlated data
and accumulated data using different communication channels while minimizing disrupting the
processing cycle.

[0035] Inone embodiment, accumulating the correlated data for access bythe client
includes, generating adata bundle containing acycle report referencing data captured during the
processing cycle and information for controlling aview ofthe referenced data inadisplay onthe
client device and storing the data bundle for subsequent access byIhe client. Inone embodiment,
the processor isconfigured totransmit the cycle report referencing data captured during the
processing cycle tothe client unconditionally atthe end ofthe processing cycle and/or totransmit
the data bundle toIhe client ondemand.

[0036] Inone embodiment, correlating data related toIhe same processing cycle includes
generating historical data ofany one ormore ofparameters and performance information ineffect
during the processing cycle and storing the historical data for subsequent access bythe client,



including transmitting the stored data bundle and historical data to an intermediary storage server

for any one of access by the client on demand or for serving to any one or more interested clients

after transmitting is completed.

[0037] In one embodiment, the processor maintains a default hierarchical priority level for

performing, in order of priority from high to low, the acquisition process, an event

acknowledgement process, the data process, and an event handling process. During operation, the

processor is configured to receive any one or more asynchronous events from any one or more

clients requesting data from the data acquisition device and to determine whether to prioritize the

event handling process over the data process depending on any one or more of a type and frequency

of the asynchronous events. Upon determining that prioritizing the event handling process over

the data process can be performed without substantially disrupting the acquisition and data

processes, the processor is configured to temporarily handle the asynchronous events with higher

priority. Upon determining that prioritizing the event handling process over the data process

cannot be performed without substantially disrupting the acquisition and data processes, the

processor is configured to revert to the default hierarchical priority level.

[0038] In one embodiment, at least one non-transitory computer-readable storage medium

includes instructions that, when executed on one or more processors of any one or more of the

aforementioned target devices, data acquisition devices, process control devices, client devices,

servers and web enabled devices cause the processors) to perform any one of the methods and

systems herein described.

[0039] Fig. 1 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a system or framework 100 for a

web-based interface to an embedded web server. System 100 includes a target device 102, such

as a machine vision camera or other data acquisition device, in communication with a client device

114 over a communication network 112, such as an Ethernet, TCP, HTTP or other such

communication network, including an internetwork such as the Internet.

[0040] In one embodiment, the target device 102 provides embedded web services 104 to

allow web-enabled devices, such as client device 114, use network 112 to access a set of web pages

or web applications that process and/or display the data generated by the target device.

[0041] The target device 102 further provides communication services 106, such as a

REST API (Representational State Transfer application programming interface) and a web socket

interface. The REST API allows a client device 114, including a web application 116 on the client

device, to call functions residing on the target device 102. The functions can return data files

residing on the target device 102, including data representing images acquired by the target device

102.



[0042] Inone embodiment, the web socket interface provides aTCP (TransmissionControl Protocol) socket-type ofconnection between web-enabled devices, such asthe devices102 and 114, and web services 104 and web applications 116aswill bedescribed infurther detail.The web socket-type ofconnection allows the target devices 102 topush data inreal-time toawebapplication 116 operating onthe client device 114.
[0043] Inone embodiment, the target device 102 further provides file services 108 andshared libraries 110. The file services and shared libraries support access tothe target device'sconfiguration and configuration parameters, aswell asaccess tothe shared libraries ofcode andgraphical assets byone ormore web applications.
[0044] The target device 102 istypically aspecial-purpose device such asacamera,scanner orother type ofdata acquisition and/or process control device. The target device 102 couldalso include aIDor2Dbar-code reader (imager) orverification and inspection device, imageacquisition devices for machine vision systems, laser scanners, RFID readers and the like. Inthecontext ofimage acquisition devices for machine vision systems, the target device 102can includemachine vision cameras, such asasmart camera orother cameras having connectivity toamachinevision system
[0045] The client device 114 istypically any web-enabled device, ranging from astationary desktop computer orother HMI device having abrowser interface and network orInternet access toany one ofavariety ofmobile devices having abrowser-based display interfaceand network access, such assmart phones, laptops, tablets and PDAs.
[0046] The client device 114istypically configured with aweb application 116that allowsthe client device 114 toaccess the embedded web services 104 ofthe target device 102. Inparticular, the web application 116 provides custom services 118 and user interface (UI)components 120 that allow users ofthe client device 114toview, monitor and/or control processesbeing performed bythe target device 102.
[0047] Tosupport the custom services 118 and UIcomponents 120, the web application116further provides data bound components/services 122 tofacilitate binding the data objects inthe web application 116 with the corresponding data items orcontrols inthe shared libraries 110used bythe embedded web services 104 and file services 108onthe target device 102.
[0048] The client device 114 isfurther provided with various communication interfaces124 that support the communication protocols used bythe corresponding communication services106 ofthe target device 102 totransmit data, including binary data and text data
[0049] Fig. 2illustrates atypical operating environment for anembodiment ofadata



acquisition system 200 supporting a web-based interface to an embedded web server as in Fig. 1.

Target devices, such as machine vision cameras A1-A3 or other types of data acquisition devices,

such as scanners, are coupled in a daisy-chain configuration to computer A, and machine vision

cameras B1-B3 coupled in a bus configuration to computer B, such as a laptop computer.

Computer A is coupled to computer B by a communication link, such as an Ethernet, TCP, HTTP

or other such connection. Server C, such as a server computer functioning as an intermediary

network-accessible server C to facilitate communication between any one or more of computer A,

computer B, cameras A1-A3 and B1-B3, is coupled to both the cameras and the computers by a

communication link, such as an Ethernet, TCP, HTTP or other such connection.

[0050] In different embodiments, the computers may operate in a stand-alone

configuration with a connection to one or more machine vision cameras and a server computer in

a data acquisition system The communication link between components in operating environment

can be hard-wired, wireless, or some combination of the two. In particular, a mobile computer,

such as Computer B, may be in communication with the other components of the system using a

connection to the Internet or through a wireless access point to the communication link.

[0051] In the context of a data acquisition system 200 the data generated by barcode

scanners and cameras is typically produced in a cyclical manner, and ranges from simple decode

strings to more complex data such as calibrated measurements and sets of images captured by the

camera. Each "read cycle" or "inspection cycle" generates a "cycle report" containing related

information about the operation of a single cycle.

[0052] For example, among other information, a read cycle could contain the decoded

output string(s), timing information, positional information (which can be used for drawing

graphics). Both scanners and data acquisition systems employing cameras also process images,

which represent very useful information on their own.

[0053] In a typical operation of a scanner or camera in a data acquisition system, a single

cycle report may be related to multiple images. The images may also be quite large. Therefore, it

may not be possible to transmit the image information from the target device 102 to the client

device 114 at the same time or using the same transmission means as is used to transmit the cycle

report. In particular, web connections over network 112 support communication services 106 and

communication interfaces 124 that are typically geared towards one type of data (i.e. binary or

text) or the other, but not both. This can result in the transmission of two different data streams

related a single cy cle report; one for the report data, and one for the image(s).

[0054] Because the two different data streams are typically transmitted asynchronously,

the>' need to be correlated in order to, for example, display an overlay on an image based on



information from a cycle report. In one embodiment of the embedded web server on target device

102, the cycle report data for generating the overlay may be pushed to client device 114 via a web

socket 106, such as described using the data synchronization services described in further detail in

FIG. 6, whereas the image data itself needs to be requested at regular intervals to refresh an HTML

<img> tag corresponding to the display of that image.

[0055] For instance in the overlay example, the embedded web server 104 on target device

102 generates a cycle report containing a list of unique IDs (UIDs) for each image used in

generating the cycle report. The images themselves are buffered, either for a limited time on the

target device 102, or for a longer duration on the client device 114 or other device accessible to

the target and client devices. After the web application 116 has received and parsed the cycle

report, the corresponding image data representing the image(s) is fetched by using the UID as part

of an image source URL (uniform record locator) that references to corresponding image data

transmitted from the target device 102. The corresponding overlay data to overlay the images is

correlated to the image data. In this manner, the web application 116 operates in conjunction with

the embedded web services 104 to correlate the overlay and image data transmitted from the target

device 102 to the client device 114, as necessitated by the limitations of the available

communication channels between the devices.

[0056] In order to access data efficiently, the informational data generated by the camera

that acquired the image data may be packaged and sent to a web application on the client using a

standard communication protocol. For example, in one embodiment, during a camera's read cycle,

the embedded web server packages information about the acquired images and/or data into a read

cycle report and transmits the report to the client device 114 using a standard communication

protocol provided by the communication services 106 of the target device 102.

[0057] In one embodiment, for certain target 102 and client 114 devices, a read cycle report

generated by the target 102 is packaged using XML (extended markup language) or other standard

data protocol and transmitted to the client 114 over a web socket interface supported by the

devices' respective communication service/interface 106/124. Upon receipt by the client 114, the

web application 116 processes the data contained in the read cycle report by referencing the tags

and attributes of the XML read cycle report back to corresponding data on the target device 102.

[0058] In one embodiment, the data referencing is performed in the client device 114 using

the client's data bound component sendees 122 of web application 116 in communication with the

corresponding file services 108 and communication services 106 that support the embedded web

services 104 on the target device 102. In one embodiment, the data referencing functions may be

implemented as a link service as described in further detail with reference to Fig.5.



[0059] Fig. 3illustrates anembodiment ofselected subsystems for adata acquisitionsystem supporting aweb-based interface toanembedded web server asinFig. 1.For example,the target device 102 can contain numerous actual subsystems that are complex and operate non-sequentially and non-intuitively from the vantage point ofauser ofthe web application 116 userinterface onthe client device 114. Toprovide more efficient access tothe data and informationgenerate bythe target device 102, inone embodiment, the web application 116 isconfigured toconvert the non-intuitive and non-sequential flow ofcontrol into alinear logical control flow. Inthe illustrated example, the linear logical control flow isembodied inthe virtual subsystemsrepresented asalogical step list orstep sequence 304, including acycle step, acamera step, adecode step, amatch step and anoutput step.[0060] Inone embodiment the any one ormore steps inthe step list 304 can beconfiguredtogenerate avirtual high level parameter from multiple process parameters used inthe actualsubsystems ofthe target device 102. Byway ofexample only, inFig. 3avirtual subsystem 304represents aread cycle where asingle high level cycle parameter exposed tothe user interfacecorresponds tothree process parameters controlling the operation ofthe target device 102,specifically the qualifier parameter 306, the Xmode parameter 308 and the match control 310parameter. Inother embodiments, Ihe virtual subsystems ofthe web application 116 onclientdevice 114 could include other high level parameters corresponding todifferent processparameters controlling the operation ofthe target device 102.[0061] Figs. 4a-4b illustrate anoverview ofanembedded web server operatingemironment and anembodiment ofprocesses for supporting aweb-based interface toanembedded web server insuch anoperating environment. Asnoted earlier embedded web serversoperate under certain constraints onmemory, storage, bandwidth and CPU cycles. Moreover, duetothe availability ofweb access, the demands onweb services provided byanembedded server isincreasing. The operating scenario 400 inFigs. 4a-4b illustrates typical demands placed onanembedded web server inadata acquisition target device 102.[0062] Inaccordance with one embodiment. Fig. 4afurther illustrates aprocess 418onthetarget device 102 for generating correlated historical data for aweb application 116 user interfaceofaclient device 114. Aswill beexplained infurther detail inthis application, the correlatedhistorical data can beparticularly useful for testing the web application 116 and target device 102under controlled operating conditions, orfor use during setup, orfor optimizing the timing andother parameters controlling the operation ofthe target device during the data acquisition cycle.[0063] Inaccordance with one embodiment, and Fig. 4bfurther illustrates anembodimentofaprocess 422 onthe target device 102 for adjusting thread priorities toenhance the



responsiveness of the embedded web server 104 and web application 116 during tasks such as

setup and testing.

[0064] Wilh reference to Fig. 4a, during embedded web server processing 416, five

different asynchronous events 402 representing a web server request El, a parameter change E2,

and three different data requests E3, E 4 and E 5 occur a t various points over the course of a data

acquisition timeline 412. The events typically represent the external requests originating from the

web application 116 user interface (UI) client 114 requesting access to data acquired and/or

generated by the target device 102.

[0065] In addition, two different triggers, trigger # 1 404a and trigger # 2 404b, each

represent an event on the target device 102 itself that triggers the target device t o commence

processing o f respective data acquisition cycles 406a-c and 406d-f. Each data acquisition cycle i s

characterized by the end of a preceding dwell period 406a/406d o f variable duration, followed by

an acquisition period 406b/406e o f fixed duration, followed by a processing period 406c/406f of

variable duration. Each data acquisition cycle ends with the generation o f a data bundle 408a/4 10a,

after which the target device 102 enters another dwell period until the next trigger occurs.

[0066] In one embodiment, the embedded web server 104 of target device 102 generates

correlated historical data 418 comprising the data bundle 408a generated at the end o f the data

acquisition cycles 406a-c and any corresponding performance information 408b and parameters

408c in effect during time 412 of the data acquisition cycle. In this manner the embedded web

server 104 o f target device 102 provides data coherency 408 t o the web application 116 that i s

receiving the data bundle 408a. Data coherency 408 is useful for setup, testing and optimizing the

operation of the target device 102.

[0067] In the illustrated embodiment, the process of generating correlated historical data

418 is repeated for the next data bundle 410a generated at the end o f data acquisition cycle 406d-

f and any corresponding performance information 410b and parameters 410c in effect during time

412 of the data acquisition cycle. The coherent data 408/410 can b e accumulated and stored on

the target device 102 for a limited time and transmitted t o other devices in communication with

the target device 102, including the client device 114, for longer term storage and availability t o

the client device 1 14 web application 116.

[0068] Fig. 4 b illustrates the same operating scenario as in Fig. 4a, and further illustrates

an embodiment o f a process 422 on the target device 102 for adjusting thread priorities t o enhance

the responsiveness o f the embedded web server 104 t o the web application 116 during tasks such

as setup and testing o r during normal operation.



[0069] In one embodiment, Hie target device 102 is configured with hierarchical levels of

priority in order from high to low for acquisition processes, i.e. image acquisition or olher data

acquisition, acknowledging events, including external asynchronous events 402 and trigger events

404a/404b, data processes for processing images and/or other data acquired or received by the

target device 102 and processes for handling the aforementioned events.

[0070] hi atypical embodiment, the default hierarchical level of priority necessarily favors

the acquisition target device 102 by satisfying the acquisition and event acknowledgement

processes above the data processing and event handling processes. This is necessary because the

target device 102 cannot delay data acquisition due to the temporal nature of acquisition, i.e. the

target device 102 only has one window of opportunity to acquire an image or obtain data. The

same is true of event acknowledgement which must be performed at the time the event is received.

[0071] In one embodiment, however, an adjusted hierarchical level of priority can

temporarily favor the client device 114 by inverting the level of priority' of the data processing and

event handling processes under certain conditions.

[0072] For example, as illustrated in Fig. 4b, after completing acquisition process 406b in

response to trigger # 1 404a, and after acknowledging two asynchronous events 402, a web server

request event El and a parameter change event E2, the target device 102 begins the usual delayed

processing of event El during the dwell period 406d. Thereafter, in one embodiment, the target

device determines either explicitly, from information provided by the client 114 or other user, or

implicitly, from the type of asynchronous events 402 mat have been thus far acknowledged, that

the user experience should be temporarily favored over the data processing processes.

[0073] For example, an explicit determination may be the result of receiving data that the

client is performing a setup sequence in advance of data acquisition. Alternatively, an implicit

determination may be the result of receiving a sequence of events that implies that the client is

performing a setup or test sequence in advance of data acquisition. Either way, upon making the

determination, the target device performs the priority inversion process 422 to temporarily elevate

the priority level of the handle event processing above the priority level of data processing.

[0074] As a result of performing the priority inversion process 422, in one embodiment,

the target device 102 now temporarily favors the client device 114 and user experience by

continuing to process events El and E2 even though a second trigger#2 404b is received. The

target device 102 simultaneously completes the processing of events El and E2 while performing

the second acquisition process. After acknowledging a third event E3, fourth event E4 and fifth

event E5, the target device 102 immediately processes each of the events and preempts the data

processing processes that would have otherwise taken priority. Thus, instead of waiting to process



the data request events E3, E4and E5until the next dwell period (after generating data bundle #2),
the target device 102 isable torespond tothe requester (i.e. one ormore clients 114and web
applications 116) with the requested data for events E3, E4and E5immediately.

[0075] Inone embodiment, bytemporarily favoring one ormore client devices 114 the
embedded web server 104 ofthe target device 102 isable tobemore responsive toone ormore
client devices 114 without negatively impacting the acquisition and event acknowledgement
processes, which necessarily must always remain atthe highest priority levels since they cannot
bedelayed.

[0076] Fig. 5illustrates anoverview 500 ofanembodiment ofselected communication
services for adata acquisition system supporting aweb-based interface toanembedded web server
asinFig. 1.The communication services include alink service 502 that interoperates between a
target device 102 and aclient device 114 over the network 112. Inone embodiment the link
service 502 may beimplemented asanintermediary service onshared server incommunication
with both the target 102and client 114 devices.

[0077] The link service 502 supports anembedded server link service 104 deployed onthe
target device 102, and acorresponding web application link service 122 deployed onthe client
device 114, inwhich asymbolic identifier, link ID504, may beused toreference alinked object
506a/506b inorder toperform object data value synchronization 508a/508b between the linked
object's data value 506b onthe target device 102 and the linked object 506a inauniform manner,
regardless ofthe data source 108/1 10. Inone embodiment, the object data value synchronization
508a/508b isperformed byautomatically transmitting/pushing tothe client device 114any object
data value changes 508a originating from the target device 102, and vice versa. Anexample of
object data value synchronization isdescribed infurther detail with reference toFig. 6.The linked
object 506 onthe client device 114corresponds toabindable data item 510 ordata bound control
512 resident onthe target device 102.

[0078] Among other advantages, inthe context ofadata acquisition system, the link
service 502 operates inconjunction with the web application 116 onthe client device 114 to
facilitate remote monitoring ofactive inspections performed bythe data acquisition system's target
device 102 cameras inreal-time.

[0079] For example, the above-described cycle reports are converted into linked objects
506 upon receipt atthe client device 114. The cycle report itself isrepresented asalinked object
506, asare any ofthe referenced data items within the cycle report.

[0080] Inone embodiment, bindable data items 510 and data bound controls 512towhich



the linked objects 506 correspond include but are not limited to the aforementioned read cycle

reports, K-commands (scanner configuration commands), counters, metrics, diagnostic data,

images and various types of widgets for image display controls, step list display controls, data and

device information display controls. Further details of exemplary bindable data items 510 and

data bound controls 512 to which the linked objects 506 correspond are listed in Table 1.

Table 1 - Example bindable data items and data bound controls



[0081] In one embodiment, the bindable data items 510 and data bound controls 512 are

defined not only by specifying the type of the item or control, but also by supplying attributes,

such as the title and display format that define the display of the item or control. In addition, the

link service is specified, such as the link service 502 described above with reference to Fig. 5.

[0082] Table 2 illustrates example embodiments of definitions for a data bound control

512, such as a widget, that displays a bindable data item 510 referenced using the link service 502.

In the illustrated examples, the link service 502 is triggered when the web application 116

encounters the identifier "mslink" followed by a symbolic identifier. The symbolic identifier is

an identifier that has been previously associated with a corresponding bindable data item 510 or

control 512 on the target device 102 so that it can be accessed in a uniform manner, regardless of

the data source 108/110. Each of the example definitions result in data-bound components 122

for the corresponding bindable data item 510 and/or data-bound control 512.





[0083] Fig. 6 is a block diagram of an embodiment of object data value synchronization

service 600 for synchronizing the parameters 602 on target device 102 with corresponding proxy

parameters 614 on client device 114 for a data acquisition system that supports a web-based

interface to an embedded web server as in Fig. 1. The description is for parameters by way of

example only; the synchronization processes for service 600 could, of course, be used to

synchronize any data objects having a value object definition on target device 102 with

corresponding proxy objects on client device 114.

[0084] hi one embodiment, at least two communication channels 608 and 612 are

established between target device 102 and client device 114. In addition, both the target device

102 and client device 114 are configured to exchange data in accordance with a standard non¬

proprietary data protocol, such as JSON or XML. In the illustrated embodiment, Ihe web

application on the client device 114 requests a value object definition 604 for a set of parameters,

X, Y, W, and H using the first communication channel 608, using a REST or M1XL request. In

response, the target device 102 transmits over a second communication channel 610 to the client

device 114 the value object definition 604 using a standard data exchange protocol such as JSON

or XML.

[0085] In one embodiment, upon receipt of the value object definition 604, the web

application 116 on the client device 114 can then generate a viewport or other UI component for

displaying the proxy parameter object data values 6 14 as described in Fig. 5 and as will be further

described with reference to Fig. 7. Upon display, the object data values 614 reflect the actual

values of the parameter fields 602 on the target device 102.



[0086] In one embodiment, the target device 102 generates change notifications about any

value object changes 606 in the values of the parameter fields 602. Using a separate

communication channel 612, the target device 102 can then efficiently push the change

notifications 606 to any client devices 114 that have requested the value object definitions 604 for

parameter fields 602 to make sure mat the latest values of the parameters on the target device 1-2

are reflected in the client device 114 web application 116 UI in real-time or near real-time.

[0087] Fig. 7 illustrates an embodiment of a link service process flow 700 for a web-based

interface to an embedded web service as described in Fig. 1. Among other functions the link

service process 700 resolves a symbolic identifier previously associated with data on the target

device 102 so that it can be accessed in a uniform manner, regardless of Ihe data source 108/1 10.

The process 700 begins with receiving the symbolic identifier at 702. In one embodiment, the

process 700 also receives an object identifier at 702, wherein the object identifier is used to resolve

the symbolic identifier.

[0088] Table 3 summarizes the different types of data that can be represented by a

symbolic identifier in one embodiment.

Table 3 - Example data types represented by symbolic identifiers



[0089] The symbolic identifier is composed of a string, and at 704, the process 700

determines the type of data represented by the symbolic identifier based on the first character of

the string. Therefore, in one embodiment, using the example data types listed in Table 3, a

symbolic identifier with a "K" in the first character of the string represents a parameter for a "K"

command; a "@" represents an item within the latest cycle report generated by Ihe target device;

and the "$" represents an item within a reusable and self-contained piece of code.

[0090] In one embodiment, process 700 continues at decision 706 to identify supported

data types, and at 708 to select which service or object to use as the basis for resolving the symbolic

identifier of the supported data types.

[0091] In one embodiment, when the symbolic identifier contains the "$" the process 700

is typically also in receipt at 702 of the aforementioned object identifier, or object ID. It is this

object that contains the reusable and self-contained piece of code within which the represented

item is contained. The process 700 locates the represented item by matching the remaining string

of characters against the names of items contained in the object.

[0092] In one embodiment the named object, or object ID, that contains the reusable and

self-contained piece of code is defined as a service component of the AngularJS development

framework, and is referred to as an Angular service.

[0093] For example, in one embodiment, to resolve the symbolic identifier

"StargetlnfoService.targetlpAddr," the AngularJS Sinjector service is used to find the service

name represented by targetlnfoService. This service name is combined with the remainder of the

symbolic identifier resulting in an expression that can evaluated to obtain the value of the item

contained within the angularJS service. A sample code for carrying out the process is as follows:

var serviceName = "targetlnfoService";

var reference = "targetlpAddr";

var service = $injector(serviceName);

var expr = "service. 'Preference;

var value = eval(expr);



[0094] In one embodiment, once the symbolic identifier has been resolved, at 710 the

process 700 establishes a link between the data on the target device 102 and Hie corresponding

data displayed in the web application 116 on the client device 114. At 712, the process 700

continues to maintain the synchronization of the value of the data on the target device and the

corresponding data on the client device for the remainder of the inspection activities carried out

by the target device. For example, at 712, the process 700 may perform the object data value

synchronization 600 described in Fig. 6 to push value object change notifications 606 to the client

device 114.

[0095] In one embodiment, the link service 502 and the corresponding web application

link services 122 for data bound components deployed on the client device 114 may be

implemented in one or more methods of a custom service 118 of the web application 116. The

services 118/122 are typically composed of reusable and self-contained pieces of code, such as

Ihose contained in the aforementioned AngularJS development framework, and referred to as an

Angular service.

[0096] Exemplary methods of an embodiment of the link service 502 are summarized in

Table 4, in which the term "mslinkld" refers to the symbolic identifier link ID 504a/504b and the

term "mslink" refers to the linked object 506a/506b (Fig. 5).

Table 4 - Example methods of a link service



[0097] Notwithstanding the above-described examples, it should beunderstood that any
data object orcontrol within the web application 116 user interface may becapable ofbecoming
alinked object 506a/506b corresponding toabindable data item 510 ordata bound control 512 on
the target device 102, and accessible onthe client device 114via alink service 502. For example,
data objects and controls inweb application 116may correspond tocertain target device 102, client
device 114 and/or other system oruser settings not related toaread cycle report.

[0098] Inone embodiment, since the read/write access toeach data item and/or control is
facilitated using the link sendee 502 (Fig. 5), over time ahistory ofchanges tothe data items and
controls can bestored for future access asdescribed with reference tothe correlated historical data
418 (Fig. 4a) and with further reference to the object data value synchronization (Fig. 6).
Advantageously, the stored change history permits auser of the web application 116 on client
device 114 toreview the stored change history of any data value, including data representing
images and controls that correlate the images with all ofthe other bindable data items 510 ordata
bound controls 512 (Fig. 5)that were ineffect at the same moment intime.



[0099] As an example, finding an optimal group of settings on target device 102 that

maximize performance and robustness of an inspection job being carried out by the target device

102 in a data acquisition system 200 can often require trial and error. However, using a client

device 114 operating in conjunction with a target device 102 in accordance with the described

embodiments, a user of web application 116 on client device 114 can view a UI display of various

graphs of performance information 408b and parameter values 408c that were in effect at various

points in time 412 (Fig. 4b) to quickly find the optimal group of settings.

[00100] In one embodiment, alongside the display of the various graphs, the client

114 web application 116 UI can be configured to display a corresponding stored history of values

(decode strings, etc.), a filmstrip of images, and other displayable data items and data controls

depicting data from the target device 102 at a certain point in time. The user can browse the graphs

and select a value on the graph that appears to the user to represent a moment in time when

conditions on the target device 102 that affect the performance and robustness of the inspection

job are optimal.

[00101] In one embodiment, upon receiving the user's selection of the value that

appears optimal, the client UI displays the other information in effect at the same moment in time,

such as the image(s), parameters, settings, cycle report data, and other performance data. From

mis client 114 web application 116 UI display, the user can then select the optimal group of settings

to use for current and future inspection jobs. The user can repeat the selection process as needed

to ensure that inspection performance and robustness are maximized.

[00102] In one embodiment, the stored correlated historical data 418 (Fig. 4) of

values and other information, such as the image(s), parameters, settings, cycle report data, and

other performance data, although determined to have been in effect at the same moment in time,

may or may not have actually been generated at the same time, or even made available via the

same communication service/communication interface.

[00103] The above-described features associated with using the link service 502 and

linked objects 506a/506b, including facilitating client 114 access to bindable data items 510 and

bindable data controls 512 on the target device 102, and facilitating performance analysis and

optimization by storing over time a history of changes to the linked objects 506a/506b, are also

useful for facilitating testing and external control of data acquisition systems.

[00104] In one testing scenario, an automated UI testing application may directly set

the values of linked objects 506a/506b to simulate certain conditions of an inspection job, such as

if the user changed a setting within the web application 116 UI on the client device 114 or the

value was received via a cycle report generated on the target device 102. In addition, if an



automated test detects a problem with the inspection job, the problem can be correlated with all of

the information that was also in effect at the moment in time that the problem occurred.

[00105] Fig. 8 illustrates an embodiment of a user interface (UI) component

hierarchy for a data acquisition system supporting a web-based interface to an embedded web

server as described in Fig. 1. In order to take advantage of the standardization of web technologies,

embodiments of Ihe web-based interface to the embedded web server employ a user interface

component hierarchy 800 that facilitates customizing the layout of the user interface.

[00106] The frame component 802 is the outermost structure of the UI, consisting

of a banner area, a status bar, and the general layout and style of the web application 116. The

overlay component 804 includes the alerts, dialogs, windows, help bubbles, and other graphical

components that are superimposed over the display of other content of the pages 806 as needed

during the operation of the web application 116.

[00107] The page components 806 define the principal contents of the web

application 116. In one embodiment, each page is constructed from a page template, an

independent unit of AngularJS-capable HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language). The resulting

page is referred to as an instance of an AngularJS directive, or view directive. During operation

of the web application 116, a desired page is typically selected via a navigational control, such as

an arrow button displayed in a banner display in the frame component 802. In one embodiment,

multiple buttons may share the same page template, but with different options selected. For

example, three arrow buttons, such as start, setup, and run buttons, displayed in the banner of frame

802 may all share the same page template, but will display different content and/or options to Ihe

user.

[00108] In one embodiment, the remaining view 808, panel 810 and widget 812 UI

components are constructed from the aforementioned view directive. During operation of the web

application 116, the view directive displays a view 808 created by interpreting a view definition

file 814. The view definition file 814 contains a description of the layout of the view 808 as one

or more panels 810, each of which contains an array of widgets 812.

[00109] In one embodiment, the description of the layout is implemented as one or

more JSON objects with properties lhat define layout of the panels 810 and widgets 812. Each

panel 810 defines a rectangular region of the view 808. The bounds of the panel 810 can be set

with style sheet functions, such as the CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) style sheet language. An

example of the properties of JSON objects from which a view 808 can be created are summarized

in Table 5.



Table 5 - Example properties of JSON objects from which a view is created

[00110] The description of the layout contained in the view definition file 814

typically includes attributes 816 and widget definitions 818 that control the appearance of the view

808, panel 810 and widget 812 UI components. The widget UI components 812 are self-contained

functional units, such as the step list, image display and chart widgets described in Table 2.

[001 11] Examples of the attributes 816 that can be applied when creating a view are

summarized in Table 6.

Table 6 - Example attributes applied to a view





[001 12] Fig. 9 illustrates an embodiment of a process 900 for constructing a view

808 (Fig. 8) for a web-based interface 116 to an embedded web service 104 as described in Fig. 1.

The process 900 begins at 902 in which a view directive receives a view definition file 814 (Fig.

8). At 904, the view directive resolves any symbolic identifiers representing bindable data items

mat may be present in the view definition file using the link service 502 (Fig. 5). At 908 the view

directive determines whether there are any data bound controls, such as widget definition objects

present, and if so, continues at 910 to resolve any symbolic identifiers representing bindable data

items contained in the data bound control. The process 900 continues at 910 to generate a UI

control from the data bound control, for example to generate the widget UI control from the widget

definition.

[00113] At 912, once the any widget UI controls have been generated, the view

directive applies the attributes to the values of the data items and generated widgets as defined in

the view definition file. After the attributes have been applied, at 914 the view directive generates

the panels defined in the view definition file.

[001 14] The process 900 concludes at 916 by applying the stylesheets defined in the

view definition file, and finally by constructing 918 the view from the generated panels and

widgets along with the applied stylesheets and attributes.

[001 15 1 Fig. 10 is an illustration of an embodiment of a view user interface of a data

acquisition system supporting a web-based interface 116 to an embedded web server 104 as in Fig.



1. By way of example only, Fig. 10 illustrates a view user interface 1000 constructed for the web

application interface 116 on client 114. In a one embodiment, the view 1000 is constructed from

a view definition file as described with reference to Fig. 9. In the illustrated example of Fig. 10,

the view 1000 includes a left panel 1008 containing device-info and step-list UI components, a

right panel 1012 that includes multiple data-widget components, and a center panel that contains

an ip-image UI component 1010, including image data that was acquired by a target device 102

and fetched by the web application 116 based on the UID supplied in the related cycle report. For

display in the center panel, the image data can be overlaid with information related to the image,

such as Ihe textual information "TestABC123." 1014a/1014b. In one embodiment, the view user

interface 1000 includes "Start" 1002, "Setup" 1004" and "Run" selections to control the operation

of the web application interface 116. In the illustrated embodiment the displayed UI components

are populated with examples of values for the bindable data items and data bound controls as

described in Table 1.

[00116] An example of bindable data items, data bound controls, and a

corresponding generated UI control component is further illustrated in Fig. 11. More specifically,

by way of example only, Fig. 11 is an illustration of an embodiment of a step list UI component

1100 such as might be displayed in the left panel 1008 of the view user interface 1000 described

with reference to Fig. 10. The step list UI component 1100 displays information contained in the

cycle report and/or other data related to the data acquisition cycle and further related to the image

data currently on display in the center panel 1010 of the view 1000.

[001 17] In the example of Ihe step list UI component 1100 in Fig. 11, Ihe symbolic

identifiers of TRIGGER MODE, NUM SYMBOLS, END_CYCLE_MODE and

END CYCLE TIMEOUT, are each resolved to their corresponding data item value using the link

service "mslink" and the resulting values are formatted for display in accordance with graphical

display controls in the step list UI component 1100.

[00118] Another example of a bindable data item and data bound control is the

image definition object, referred to as the "ip-image" type of display control in Table 1, some

examples of which are illustrated in the center panels of view in Fig. 9. In general, embodiments

of the ip-image control display one or more images acquired by the target device 102 and any

associated image processing data The image processing data may include positions and bounds

of objects identified within the image, performance data and other graphics associated with the

image, including any overlay data to be overlaid on the image.

[00119] In one embodiment of a data acquisition system, for target devices 102 that

include an image sensor based product, the corresponding image display control for displaying the



images, such as the above-described "ip-image" type of display control in Table 1, controls the

display of a single inspected image and any associated data and graphics. This display may be

updated rapidly to show a "live" display of the inspection process. It is also common to display a

history of such images in a "filmstrip" display control, each frame representing a previous

inspection or read result. A filmstrip shows the individual images evenly spaced, as if they were

frames on camera film

[00120] An example of this type of display control is illustrated in Fig. 12A, in

which the image display control operating in what is referred to as "Single Mode," displays a

single image 1202, along with any associated image processing information.

[00121] However, many applications require multiple images to achieve a single

result. A common reason is that the product to inspect is physically larger than can be captured

within a single sensor's field of view. This is dealt with by either using multiple sensors or by

physically moving the sensor or the product. In this scenario the image display control operates

in "Multiple Mode," illustrated in Fig. 12B, to control the display 1204 of multiple images, either

to show historical information, or to display a group of images that were all used to produce a

single result.

[00122] There are also situations where multiple images are acquired at the same

product location to improve the robustness of an inspection or decode operation being carried out

by the data acquisition system. In this situation each image is acquired at the same position, but

at a different moment of time. When setting up these types of applications, timing can present

challenges not addressed by the Single Mode and Multiple Mode of the image display control.

[001 23] For example, in one embodiment illustrated in Fig. 12C, multiple images of

a circuit board 1206 moving by an image sensor are displayed from left to right. In this example,

the circuit board 1206 is not completely covered by the images, as evidenced by the gaps 1208a

and 1208b between the first, second and third images of the board. In such a scenario it is desirable

to acquire images at exactly the right speed to most efficiently cover the entire board as it travels

along the path of the acquisition device's field of view.

[00124] If the display of Fig. 12C is updated "live", it would be straightforward

adjust Ihe delay until full coverage (or partial overlapping coverage) is achieved. For example,

the gaps between the images can be corrected by adjusting an inter-image delay setting on the

target device, possibly by using a slider range UI control (not shown). The challenge is to set up

the acquisition timing so that the board is sufficiently covered for processing. This becomes

particularly challenging if all Ihe timing and dimensional information is not known beforehand.

As a result, finding the right speed of image acquisition can often involve trial and error.



[00125] In one embodiment, in order to aid in the setup of an application that

involves timing, the image display control operates in Time Scale Mode by using a time scale to

manage the display of the images. For example, imagine that the sensor can acquire a 1000 pixel

wide image every 50ms. The display of the image could be time-scaled so mat each unit in width

would represent 50/1 000 = 1/20 of a millisecond. As multiple images are acquired, precise timing

information is maintained relative to the start of Ihe sequence.

[00126] In Time Scale Mode, the image display control converts this precise timing

information to visual spacing of the multiple images within the image display control along a time

axis, also referred to as displaying a time-scaled image. In mis manner, the Time Scale Mode

operation of the image display control provides useful information to the user for visualizing and

diagnosing timing issues with the target device's 102 operation, or setting up a complex triggering

scenario that initiates the data acquisition cycle as illustrated in Figs 4a/4b.

[00127] For example, in the example illustrated in Fig. 12C the time axis can be

represented in a graphic overlaid or otherwise integrated into the image display control. As shown,

the time axis is represented as a TIME-labeled arrow graphic 1210 to indicate the timing associated

with the images of the board 1206 as it travels past the camera's field of view.

[00128] Another example of using the Time Scale Display mode of operation in an

image display control would be to detect timing jitter. For example, in one embodiment, as

illustrated in Fig. 12D, each read cycle output requires three images, and each row of the display

represents a single read cycle. The first image within each cycle is acquired simultaneously using

a trigger, resulting in all of the images in the first column 1212a being positioned flush on the left

side of the display. The subsequent two images of each read cycle are spaced in time relative to

the trigger and positioned on the display accordingly.

[00129] In the above scenario, if the timing were precise, the images would display

aligned in strict columns. However, in this example, the timing is not that accurate, and that is

clearly evident in the display, where the images in the second 1212b and third 1212c columns are

positioned irregularly on the display. In one embodiment of the image display control, this

resulting "jitter" of the images can be corrected by adjusting an inter-image delay, possibly by

using the slider range UI control, and repeating the adjustment until the image display control

displays the second and third columns in proper alignment.

[00130] As another example of using the image control display in Time Control

Mode, the above-described time-scaled image display is combined with a more traditional timing

diagram as shown in the display illustrated in Fig. 12E. In one embodiment of Time Control Mode

operation of the image display control, the display 1214 of multiple images of the board 1206



includes a first timing signal 1218 that the image display control superimposes o n the images o f

the board 1206 t o clearly show the timing o f image acquisitions.

[00131] Alternatively o r i n addition, embodiments o f the image display control can

display one o r more other timing signals. For example, with reference again t o Fig. 12E, the image

display control can display timing signal 1216 and timing signal 1220 i n parallel with the images

o f the board 1206 and the first timing signal 1218. I n this manner, the image display control i s

able t o show the timing o f the image acquisitions relative t o the other timing signals 1216, 1220.

[00132] I n one embodiment, the display o f the timing signals 1216, 1220 i s triggered

b y a combination o f events and displays timing information originating from various sources,

including the timing information 1218 associated with the time-scaled images themselves.

[00133] The above description o f illustrated embodiments o f the invention,

including what i s described i n the abstract, i s not intended t o b e exhaustive o r t o limit the invention

t o the precise forms disclosed. While specific embodiments of, and examples for, the invention

are described herein for illustrative purposes, various equivalent modifications are possible within

the scope o f the invention, a s those skilled i n the relevant art will recognize. These modifications

can b e made t o the invention i n light o f the above detailed description.

[00134] The terms used i n the following claims should not b e construed t o limit the

invention t o the specific embodiments disclosed i n the specification and the claims. Rather, the

scope o f the invention i s t o b e determined entirely b y the following claims, which are t o b e

construed i n accordance with established doctrines o f claim interpretation.



CLAIMS

What isclaimed is:
1. Amethod for aweb server embedded inadata acquisition device, the method
comprising:

inadata acquisition device, performing anacquisition process inresponse toatrigger to
acquire data captured during aprocessing cycle;

enhancing access tothe acquired data byone ormore client devices, including:
performing adata process. the data process including:

generating data related tothe acquired data captured during the processing cycle,
correlating data related tothe same processing cycle, and
accumulating the correlated data for access byaclient device;

providing multiple communication channels for transmitting data toand from the client
devices; and

responding torequests from the client devices for access toany one ormore ofthe
acquired data, generated data, correlated data and accumulated data using different
communication channels without substantially disrupting the processing cycle.
2. The method ofclaim 1,wherein correlating data related tothe same processing cycle
includes assigning aunique IDtodata related tothe same processing cycle.
3. The method ofclaim 1,wherein accumulating the correlated data for access bythe client
includes:

generating adata bundle containing acycle report referencing data captured during the
processing cycle and information for controlling aview ofthe referenced data inadisplay onthe
client device;

storing the data bundle for subsequent access bythe client; and



transmitting the stored data bundle to an intermediary storage server for any one of

access by the client on demand or for serving to any one or more interested clients after

transmitting is completed.

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising transmitting the cycle report referencing data

captured during the processing cycle tothe client unconditionally at the end of the processing

cycle.

5. The method of claim 3, further comprising transmitting the data bundle tothe client on

demand.

6. The method of claim 2, wherein correlating data related to the same processing cycle

further includes :

generating historical data of any one or more of parameters and performance information

in effect during the processing cycle; and

storing the historical data for subsequent access by the client.

transmitting the historical data toan intermediary storage server for any one of access by

the client on demand or for serving to any one or more interested clients after transmitting is

completed.

7. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

establishing adefault hierarchical priority level for performing, in order of priority from

high tolow, the acquisition process, an event acknowledgement process, the data process, and an

event handling process;

receiving any one or more asynchronous events from any one or more clients requesting

data from the data acquisition device;

determining whether toprioritize the event handling process over the data process

depending on any one or more of atype and frequency of the asynchronous events;



temporarily handling the asynchronous events after determining that prioritizing the

event handling process over the data process can be performed without substantially disrupting

the acquisition and data processes; and

reverting to the default hierarchical priority level when prioritizing the event handling

process over the data process cannot be performed without substantially disrupting the

acquisition and data processes.

8. A system for an embedded web server, the system comprising:

a data acquisition device configured to provide multiple communication channels for

transmitting data to and from one or more client devices;

the data acquisition device having a processor configured perform, in response to a

trigger, an acquisition process to acquire data captured during a processing cycle, the processor

further configured to enhance access to the acquired data by the one or more client devices,

wherein to enhance causes the processor to:

perform a data process, the data process causing the processor to:

generate data related to the acquired data captured during the processing cycle,

correlate data related to the same processing cycle, and

accumulate the correlated data for access by the one or more client devices; and

respond to requests from the one or more client devices for access to any one or more of

the acquired data, generated data, correlated data and accumulated data using the multiple

communication channels without substantially disrupting the processing cycle.

9. The system of claim 8, wherein to correlate data related to the same processing cycle

includes assigning a unique ID to data related to the same processing cycle.

10. The system of claim 8, wherein to accumulate the correlated data for access by the client

further causes the processor to:



generate a data bundle containing a cycle report referencing data captured during the

processing cycle and information for controlling a view of the referenced data in a display on the

client device;

store the data bundle for subsequent access by the client; and

transmit the stored data bundle to an intermediary storage server for any one of access by

a client on demand or for serving to any one or more interested clients.

11. The system of claim 10, wherein the data process further causes Ihe processor to transmit

the cycle report referencing data captured during the processing cycle to the client

unconditionally at the end of the processing cycle.

12. The system of claim 12, further comprising transmitting the data bundle to the client on

demand.

13. The system of claim 8, wherein to correlate data related to the same processing cycle

further causes the processor to:

generate historical data of any one or more of parameters and performance information in

effect during the processing cycle;

store the historical data for subsequent access by the client; and

transmit the historical data to an intermediary storage server for any one of access by the

client on demand or for serving to any one or more interested clients after transmitting is

completed.

14. The system of claim 8, wherein the processor is further configured to:

establish a default hierarchical priority level for performing, in order of priority from

high to low, the acquisition process, an event acknowledgement process, the data process, and an

event handling process;

receive any one or more asynchronous events from any one or more clients requesting

data from the data acquisition device;



determine whether to prioritize the event handling process over the data process

depending on any one or more of a type and frequency of the asynchronous events;

temporarily handle the asynchronous events after determining that prioritizing the event

handling process over the data process can be performed without substantially disrupting the

acquisition and data processes; and

revert to the default hierarchical priority level when prioritizing the event handling

process over the data process cannot be performed without substantially disrupting the

acquisition and data processes.

15. At least one computer-readable storage medium including instructions lhat, when

executed in a processor operating on a data acquisition device in communication with a client

device, cause the processor to implement a method to:

perform an acquisition process in response to a trigger to acquire data captured during a

processing cycle;

enhance access to the acquired data by one or more client devices, including causing the

processor to:

perform a data process, the data process causing the processor to:

generate data related to the acquired data captured during the processing cycle,

correlate data related to the same processing cycle, and

accumulate the correlated data for access by a client device;

provide two or more different communication channels for transmitting data to and from

the client devices; and

respond to requests from the client devices for access to any one or more of the acquired

data, generated data, correlated data and accumulated data using the two or more different

communication channels without substantially disrupting the processing cycle.



16. The computer readable medium of claim 15, wherein to correlate data related to the same

processing cycle causes the processor to assign a unique ID to data related to the same

processing cycle.

17. The computer readable medium of claim 15, wherein to accumulate the correlated data

for access by the client causes the processor to:

generate a data bundle containing a cycle report referencing data captured during the

processing cycle and information for controlling a view of the referenced data in a display on the

client device;

store the data bundle for subsequent access by the client; and

transmit the stored data bundle to an intermediary storage server for any one of access by

the client on demand or for serving to any one or more interested clients after transmitting is

completed.

18. The computer readable medium of claim 17, further causing the processor to transmit the

cycle report referencing data captured during the processing cycle to the client unconditionally at

the end of the processing cycle.

19. The computer readable medium of claim 17, further causing the processor to transmit the

data bundle to the client on demand.

20. The computer readable medium of claim 16, wherein to correlate data related to the same

processing cycle further causes the processor to:

generate historical data of any one or more of parameters and performance information in

effect during the processing cycle;

store the historical data for subsequent access by the client; and

transmit the historical data to an intermediary storage server for any one of access by the

client on demand or for serving to any one or more interested clients after transmitting is

completed.



21. The computer readable medium of claim 15, further causing the processor to implement a

method to:

establish a default hierarchical priority level for performing, in order of priority from

high to low, the acquisition process, an event acknowledgement process, the data process, and an

event handling process;

receive any one or more asynchronous events from any one or more clients requesting

data from the data acquisition device;

determine whether to prioritize the event handling process over the data process

depending on any one or more of a type and frequency of Ihe asynchronous events;

temporarily handle the asynchronous events after determining that prioritizing the event

handling process over the data process can be performed without substantially disrupting the

acquisition and data processes; and

revert to the default hierarchical priority level when prioritizing the event handling

process over the data process cannot be performed without substantially disrupting the

acquisition and data processes.
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